NOTES ON USING THIS TEMPLATE
Always save it first with another name
This template has been designed for two uses:
VERSION 1
To be able to print a 4 side A4 mini brochure professionally with a double page spread in the centre
The edges of the colour blocks and footer logo design have been designed with an overlap of page edge for professional printing.
Save a high resolution version first before compressing photos ?
If sending PDF to printers for prof printing, check the following in the design:
At least a 3mm overlap of any borderless printing i.e. bottom logo and block of colour.
Check blue and turquoise colours match (yet to decide if this should match webpage colours)
If you unlock the group of boxes in the footer design, beware of stretching the design. Lock back to group to protect it.
When creating PDF for printers
Advanced setting—commercial printing—all 900dsi photos to 600dsi
A4 paper size
Crop and bleed marks needed
VERSION 2
To make this vessel brochure small enough to send by e mail, in publisher right click on a photo in the design and compress all pictures in the document
Now create PDF and save for home printing & web
Aiming for 1MB or under
No need for crops and bleeds
Check nothing is cut off—esp the address details when you print it on normal settings (i.e. without borderless option)
It should shrink it slightly to fit
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Icelandic Gaff Ketch
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Ship Specification - Hildur

Hildur Accommodation

Rig:

Two mast Schooner

LOA:

26m (85ft) length overall

Your accommodation is traditional newly built bunks with
a reading light. Linen, warm bedding, blankets and a set
of towels is provided.

LOD:

18m length on deck

Beam:

4.8m

Sail Area: 250 sq m (the one with white sails)
Hull:

Oak

Built:

Akureyri 1974. Converted to Sail 2010

Flag:

Iceland. Registered Port: Husavik

There is a simple but hot shower onboard Hildur, which is
available most of the times. But please understand on
Greenland Expeditions water supply can be limited,
therefore we will kindly ask you to adapt.
Please understand, the space onboard is limited, also for
luggage storage You will receive an info sheet indicating
your bunk once your reservation has been confirmed and
booked.

“If there is one place you should visit, it has to be Greenland”
Nigel McDiarmid
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Greenland - Scoresby Sound - Summer Base

Experienced Arctic Guide on Board

Each summer Hildur ventures North, deep into the Arctic Circle, to
the rarely visited East Coast of Greenland. The ocean 'hop' from
Iceland is quite challenging with icebergs being swept down from
the North, but once schooner Hildur tucks into Scoresby Sound she
has a spectacular sailing ground for the short Arctic Summer.

On schooner Hildur there will be an experienced Arctic guide on
board who enhances your voyage. They will be able to tell you more
about the wildlife, local culture and some of the technical aspects of
navigating and sailing in Greenland.

A few adventurous yachts now explore West Greenland, but the East
Coast requires a more specialist commitment to run charter
voyages.
A self-sufficient sailing ship like Hildur takes you into a remote polar
wilderness in an environmentally benign way. You also travelling by
your own physical efforts setting sails, hoisting and lowering ships
boats.

"there are still great stretches of coast which have never yet been
approached by a surface vessel and our knowledge of them has been
obtained in boats or native craft along the partially ice free zone
between the land and sea ice, by air reconnaissance, or by means of
sledging journeys over the ice fringing the land."
Admiralty Arctic Pilot Book 2012

“Hildur aims to take you on a seven day adventure
deep into Scoresby Sound to explore part of the
remote East Coast of Greenland”
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What to take - Kit List
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Small flashlight.
Binoculars.
Sunglasses.
Sun-protection and bug repellent.
Warm clothes incl. scarf, mittens, hat
and warm thermal underwear.
Light wool sweater or fleece (2nd
layer).
Warm Jacket – Wool or fleece (3rd
layer).
Shell Jacket or/and Rain jacket with
hood – Waterproof and breathable
material. Gore-Tex or alternative.
Hiking Boots – The boots should be of
leather (or leather and synthetic) with
high cut to give sufficient ankle
support. Preferably the sole should be
soft but robust. Gore-Tex or
alternative waterproof membrane is a
preferable extra.
Water container – e.g. plastic bottle
(pet plastic).
Camera equipment – Including spare
batteries, memory card and/or films.
Toothbrush, earplugs and other
personal belongings.
It is advisable that what you wear is
either waterproof or easy to dry.
No umbrella is needed !

What is not included



Travel to or from Iceland
Travel Insurance which you are
required to have.
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